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ABSTRACT

Implementation of Conservation Agriculture (CA) project is a process of multi-participation that involves actors from agricultural researchers and scientists, extension agents, private consulting firms, pioneer farmers, rural cooperatives, family members, peer farmers, etc. The social interactions between farmers and actors drive the CA development. Therefore, this study analyzes the social network structures and characteristics of various actors by social network analysis in seven processes of applying CA in Iran. The research sample was composed of farmers who participated in the CA project in three provinces of Fars, Golestan, and Khuzestan (n= 133). The research instrument was a questionnaire that was designed as a matrix. The findings showed that pioneer farmers, CA farmers, and family members were the main actors in the farmers' social network. It can be concluded that these actors were the main social power in applying CA principles by farmers and they constituted the main centrality of the farmers' social network. It means that farmers are more likely to interact with local actors, and they interact less with the government and the actors outside the rural community. Therefore, it can be recommended that social power should be identified and project management should be organized through them in attempts to implement CA.
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INTRODUCTION

Conservation Agriculture (CA) is a sustainable package that alleviates soil erosion and greenhouse gases, enhances soil fertility and productivity, and many other benefits. Generally, CA is a triple approach for agriculture that includes maintaining a permanent cover on the soil by crop residuals, practicing no-tillage to reduce soil disturbance and dispersion, and using crop rotation to cut off the cycle of pests and improve soil fertility (Choudhary et al., 2018; Dhar et al., 2018; Ward et al., 2018; Das et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018). At the global level, CA is planned with respect to the ecological and sustainable agriculture principles that contribute to the use of farms and environment (Wassmann 2009; Behera et al., 2010; Lal, 2013; Izadi and Hayati, 2014; Abdulai and Abdulai, 2017). In other words, CA is an approach to manage agricultural ecosystems that achieve a sustainable agriculture by minimizing soil disturbance and soil erosion, maintaining crop residues and diversifying the crops (Powlson et al., 2016; Tirol-Padre et al., 2016).

Mafongoya et al. (2016) hold that the benefits of CA depend on the level of farm management including planting time, the use of herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers, and adequate training about the use of agriculture implements. However, an important point that should be considered is the social interaction among farmers. More extensive social interactions of farmers improve their understanding of the
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benefits of CA. Meanwhile, scholars have recommended that the communication between all actors (farmers, extension agents, researchers, and others) should be increased to improve CA's productivity and adoption. Findings from research farms are used to enhance the understanding of CA's benefits, such as reducing evaporation from the soil surface, and soil compaction, moderating soil temperature, etc. (Reed et al., 2014). This interaction should be aimed to develop tools and machines that facilitate CA implementation in different conditions (Carmona et al., 2015). Therefore, increasing farmers' social interactions will contribute to applying the CA principles more effectively. In other words, farmers establish social interactions with different people to apply CA principles and to acquire and share CA information and knowledge. Therefore, it can be inferred that the study of farmers' social interactions to implement CA principles can form the basis for sustainable agriculture development.

Farmers' social interactions occur within social networks. Farmers use various information sources to carry out agricultural activities and form a social network. Recognizing farmers' social network has helped agriculture authorities and extension planners to identify their communication channels and to use these channels to convey the cropping recommendation to farmers. Social networks improve the managerial capacity of farmers (Hoang et al., 2006; Isaac et al., 2007) and play an essential role in farmers’ decision in innovation process (Matuschke and Qaim, 2009; Tatlonghari et al., 2012) so that recognizing the ways by which experiences and knowledge are shared and exchanged among farmers is one of the essential issues about the farmers' social community (Seeniang and Thaipakdee, 2013). Unfortunately, the officials in the agricultural sector in Iran have exploited few channels to convey research findings to farmers, and they have poor knowledge of farmers' social network. This slows down the process of agricultural development. Accordingly, this research was carried out to analyze farmers' social network in implementing the CA principles.

Various studies have been conducted on farmers' information sources and their social networks. Nonetheless, less research has focused on farmers’ social networks in applying CA principles.

It has been shown that farmers use different sources to obtain information. For example, Ransom et al. (2003) suggested that farmers connected to extension agents for information about improved maize varieties in Nepal. Solano et al. (2003) identified family members and technical advisors as the most important actors in the Costa Rican farmers' social network. Safi Cis et al. (2014) expressed opinion leaders, extension agents, and family members as the most important information sources among Iranian farmers' social interactions. Rehman et al. (2013) argue that social interactions among farmers, pioneer farmers, extension agents, and government organizations are conducive to information transfer. Hedjazi and Veisi (2007) determined that farmers' social network consisted of extension agents, researchers, and peer farmers. Azizi Khalkhili and Zamani (2009) and Ahmadi et al. (2017) identified the Agricultural Extension Service Center as the main source of information transfer in farmers' social interactions. Peng (2002), Li et al. (2003), and Tang et al. (2004) have pointed out that opinion leaders, expert peers, and family members have the most social interactions in China.

Pratiwi and Suzuki (2017) concluded that peer farmers played a major role in farmers' social networks. Farmers' social networks consisted of friends, peers, and extension agents. Ramirez-Sanchez and Pinkerton (2009) and Salpeteur et al. (2016) found that social networks play a flexible and key role among local communities in natural resource management so that farmers’ social networks have a positive effect on farmers’ social capital (Bao et al. 2018). The social interactions of farmers can play a role in preventing the degradation of natural resources as a change factor in farmers’ knowledge, perception, and attitudes (Blackstock et al., 2010). Especially talking, social networks can motivate the participation of farmers in the development and adoption of innovation (Lamb et al. 2016). Other results also identified the social network of villagers consisted of local leaders, family members, NGOs, the private sector and the government (Ramirez et al., 2014; Utranakorn and Yasunobu, 2016) trainers and extension agencies (Faulkner et al., 2014; Bowe
and der Horst, 2015). A summary of other studies is presented in Table 1.

According to the literature review, it can be concluded that various actors are involved in the social networks of farmers and villagers as information sources. These actors are trustworthy among farmers and they have more knowledge sharing among farmers. In general, these actors can include researchers of Jihad-e Agricultural Research Centers, extension agencies, private consulting firms, pioneer farmers, rural cooperatives, family members, and peer farmers.

In Iran, CA was for the first time practiced in four provinces of Khouzestan, Fars, Golestan, and Khorasan, in an area of 150 hectares in 2007 and, then, it expanded to the other provinces. In 2014, a comprehensive organization was established with the formation of the Supreme Headquarters of CA in the Ministry of Agriculture and Technical Committee at ministerial level, provincial agricultural organization and management of the townships/counties. National Headquarters of Department of CA is under the authority of Ministry of Agriculture. The Supreme Headquarters of CA is responsible for macroeconomic policies in support of CA's technology development in interaction with intra and inter-organizational sectors. National Headquarters of CA is responsible for issues related to the design, development, approval and notification of programs, projects, guidelines and other activities related to the development and promotion of CA. CA Technical Committee is responsible for the operating procedures of the programs and projects, development or revision

Table 1. Some studies in field of the farmers’ social network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Research topic</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raya (2016)</td>
<td>The influence of social network structure on the farmer group participation</td>
<td>Participation of farmer groups will increase, if the social network structure is stronger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utanarakorn and Yasunobu (2016)</td>
<td>The mutual influence of managerial ability and social networks of farmers on participation in an organic vegetable group</td>
<td>Farmers with a larger social network have more opportunities to evaluate information and exchange knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning (2013)</td>
<td>A knowledge exchange and diffusion of innovation model for primary production</td>
<td>Extension staff, local leaders, and peer farmers are main sources of exchanging knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller and Mobarak (2015)</td>
<td>Learning about new technologies through social networks</td>
<td>Peer and opinion leaders are played a key role in the social network of villagers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opara (2008)</td>
<td>Agricultural information sources used by farmers</td>
<td>Extension agencies are considered as the most important source of information for farmers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengistie et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Information, motivation and resources: the missing elements in agricultural pesticide policy implementation</td>
<td>Farmers have more interaction with the private sector for using pesticides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golbazi et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Information sources influencing soil testing innovation adoption</td>
<td>Farmers’ interactions with pioneer farmers lead to adoption of innovations by farmers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidari Sarban and Roknoddin Eftekhari (2011)</td>
<td>Effective factors in farmer’s membership in rural production cooperatives</td>
<td>Jihad-e Agricultural Centers of Iran and rural cooperatives played an important role to information transfer in the farmers’ social network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirzayee et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Effects of extension tools and informational sources on participations of farmers in water users cooperatives</td>
<td>Extension agents, peer farmers and pioneer farmers as the three pillars of the farmers’ social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ochieng et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Determinants of adoption of management interventions in indigenous chicken production</td>
<td>Farmers’ organizations as one of the main channels of innovation transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred and Fagbenro (2006)</td>
<td>Perception of Tilapia farmers on information sources in the coastal region</td>
<td>Extension institutions have a strong role in the farmers’ social network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of operating instructions, identification of equipment list and allocation of funds for each project. At provincial level, the CA Technical Committee tracks issues related to the implementation of programs with provincial and national guidelines, identifies provincial priorities, and is responsible for the implementation, extension and education, compares the results of research projects with field conditions within the CA-based Applied Research and Delivery model farms framework (HUB), and aggregates the results and evaluates the implementation of the plan. According to this plan, CA-based Applied Research and Delivery (HUB) have been established in all provinces. Also, development of technical guidelines for irrigated and rainfed lands and holding workshops and CA educational courses for experts and farmers are also some key activities of this project. Every year, the Ministry of Agriculture Jihad and agricultural organizations of the provinces implement more than 100 extension and education courses and other programs for the development of CA. At present, more than 745,000 hectares of lands in Iran are under residue management, crop rotation and low tillage and more than 112,000 hectares are under no tillage.

However, each CA system has its own problems and obstacles that complicate the relationship between farmers and actors. For example, the infrastructure-institutional and bureaucratic challenges slow down the establishment of a link between extension agents and farmers. On the other hand, the economic challenges limit farmers' access to CA equipment whereas to get the equipment, farmers should make a connection with the private sector and mechanization service companies. Thus, if the farmers are in poor economic status, private firms cannot be strong and influential actors in farmers' social network. Also, the inconsistency of CA principles with conventional agriculture principles sometimes inhibits the establishment of a connection between farmers and the extension agents and researchers. For instance, according to conventional agriculture practices, farmers used to collect plant residue from the farm to make other uses of it. But, CA says that the residue should be left on the soil surface. When farmers do not agree with this practice, it is impossible to build a strong relationship between them and agents/researchers. This weakens the social influence of these actors in the farmers' community. Other researchers (e.g. Wall, 2007; Sims et al., 2012; Jat et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2015) have also stressed out this challenge.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Social Network Analysis (SNA)**

The study was a sociometric research. In this study, SNA was applied to investigate farmers' social interaction in a CA project. SNA was presented in the 1930s as a new sociological approach (Borgatti et al., 2009). It was developed through the integration of various disciplines such as psychology, sociology, anthropology, mathematics, statistics, etc. A social network is a set of actors and the relations among them. Every year, the Ministry of Agriculture Jihad and agricultural organizations of the provinces implement more than 100 extension and education courses and other programs for the development of CA. At present, more than 745,000 hectares of lands in Iran are under residue management, crop rotation and low tillage and more than 112,000 hectares are under no tillage.

However, each CA system has its own problems and obstacles that complicate the relationship between farmers and actors. For example, the infrastructure-institutional and bureaucratic challenges slow down the establishment of a link between extension agents and farmers. On the other hand, the economic challenges limit farmers' access to CA equipment whereas to get the equipment, farmers should make a connection with the private sector and mechanization service companies. Thus, if the farmers are in poor economic status, private firms cannot be strong and influential actors in farmers' social network. Also, the inconsistency of CA principles with conventional agriculture principles sometimes inhibits the establishment of a connection between farmers and the extension agents and researchers. For instance, according to conventional agriculture practices, farmers used to collect plant residue from the farm to make other uses of it. But, CA says that the residue should be left on the soil surface. When farmers do not agree with this practice, it is impossible to build a strong relationship between them and agents/researchers. This weakens the social influence of these actors in the farmers' community. Other researchers (e.g. Wall, 2007; Sims et al., 2012; Jat et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2015) have also stressed out this challenge.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Social Network Analysis (SNA)**

The study was a sociometric research. In this study, SNA was applied to investigate farmers’ social interaction in a CA project. SNA was presented in the 1930s as a new sociological approach (Borgatti et al., 2009). It was developed through the integration of various disciplines such as psychology, sociology, anthropology, mathematics, statistics, etc. A social network is a set of actors and the relations among them. In other words, networks are composed of nodes (actors) connected through “ties” that are represented graphically in a sociogram as points and lines (Borgatti et al. 2009). Valente (2010) stated that SNA is a statistical method that investigates who interacts with whom for a given purpose. SNA focuses on modeling the relations of actors, describing the structure of relations, and studying the impact of the structure on the whole network and individual components (Scott, 2017). SNA provides a framework to study and model different aspects of agricultural innovation and applying sustainability principles (Spielman et al., 2011; Lubell et al., 2014). SNA can enable a better understanding of the complexity and multi-dimensionality of multi-stakeholder innovation processes (Beers and Geerling-Eiff, 2014). The main indexes of SNA used in this research include two aspects: (1) Description of the actors’ characteristics, such as degree of centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality (see below); and (2) Description of the network characteristics, such as density, network degree centralization, and betweenness centralization. These indexes are described below.
Degree centrality: Refers to the number of farmers who are connected directly to the actors. In the actors’ network of a CA project, if an actor has the highest degree of centrality, it could be the center of the network and might have the greatest power. This actor can be seen as the leader of the CA project.

Betweenness centrality: Refers to the proportion of total ties to farmers that pertain to an actor. It measures the potential of an actor that can be a mediator to control other actors. In the actor’s network of a CA project, if an actor attracts more other actors to knowledge sharing in the CA project, it has higher betweenness centrality. This actor can be seen as a bridge connecting others.

Closeness centrality: Is the sum of an actor’s shortest distances with other actors. In the actor’s network, if an actor is close to many other actors in the network, it has higher closeness centrality. This actor could communicate well with others and play an important role in the CA project.

Sample and Data Collection

The social boundary of the research was confined to three provinces of Fars, Golestan, and Khuzestan in Iran (Figure 1). These provinces are considered as pioneers in a CA project implemented in 32 provinces of Iran. The research sample was composed of farmers participated in the CA project in these provinces (49 farmers in Fars Province; 42 farmers in Golestan Province, and 42 farmers in Khuzestan Province). We used a questionnaire designed as a matrix consisting of seven basic CA principles that farmers should implement in their farms. These principles include crop rotation (crop pattern), crop residue management, no-tillage/low tillage, irrigation method, seed variety, pest, weed and disease control methods, and equipment/machinery use for CA. The main actors in the farmers’ Social network consisted of researchers at the Agricultural Research Centers (Sc), Extension agents (Ex), Private consulting services experts (Pr), Pioneer farmers (Pi), rural Cooperative (Co), Family members (Fa), and the farmers who participated in the Conservation Agriculture project (CA). Therefore, according to the social network of actors in the process of applying principles of CA, the SNA indexes were calculated by using the SNA and software UCINET6.528.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Appropriate crop rotation is one of the primary principles of CA. Crop rotation and cropping pattern may be different based on climate conditions. Therefore, farmers collect information and knowledge to choose appropriate crop rotation from various sources. The results are shown in (Table 2 and Figure 2-a). It is seen that the pioneer farmers and CA project farmers have played the most important roles in knowledge and information dissemination about crop rotation among farmers. Based on the results, the pioneer farmers were the leader in selecting cropping pattern. The centrality, betweenness, and closeness degree of the pioneer farmers were the highest among all actors. The family members were the third main driver of crop rotation. The centrality, betweenness, and closeness degree of the family members were 23.48, 11.28, and 10.27, respectively. Also, the rural cooperatives had been referred to the least as a source of information by farmers. These results are consistent with the results of Solano et al. (2003), Hedjazi and Veisi (2007), Rehman et al. (2013), and Safi Cis et al. (2014). They stated that
farmers are the main core to exchange information within farmers’ social networks.

CA farmers should manage and conserve crop residues on the soil. Therefore, they need to use valid sources of information for crop residues management and degree of crop residues on the soil. Farmers’ SNA showed that in the process of crop residues management, the pioneer farmers were central resource and their degree centrality, betweenness, and closeness were 58.33, 18.35, and 53.02, respectively. Most farmers followed the pioneer farmers to manage the residue. Also, the CA farmers and scientists of Agricultural Research Centers (ARCs) were ranked the second and third, respectively. Furthermore, numbers of farmers’ referrals to the pioneer farmers, the CA farmers, and scientists of ARC were 96, 55, and 32 times, respectively. This finding shows that the retention of plant residue or its burning by farmers depends on pioneer farmers and CA farmers. It can be concluded that they believe pioneer farmers and CA farmers work correctly and they can follow them. On the other hand, when leaving plant residue on the soil surface, farmers may be concerned about the loss of their crop yield in which case researchers at the ARC are a reliable scientific source for them. Farmers believe that researchers at the ARC have enough knowledge to convey to farmers, whereas extension agents are the link between researchers at the ARC and farmers and they should bridge them to one another. However, the results revealed that these agents perform poorly in encouraging the farmers to keep plant residue. It can be inferred that farmers do not trust extension agents adequately and the educational-extension strategies and programs have not been so thriving. Based on (Figure 2-b), private advisory services experts and rural cooperatives had a weak role in the process of residues management. Other researchers (Hedjazi and Veisi 2007; Mirzayee et al. 2011; Ataei and Zamani Miandashti 2014; Golbaz et al. 2015; Miller and Mobarak 2015) have confirmed that pioneer farmers, peer farmers, and agricultural scientists have played an important role to transfer knowledge among farmers.

No-tillage is one of the most important principles of CA. Farmers’ fields should undergo the lowest soil disturbance because one of the dangers threatening agricultural sector has always been soil erosion (Abbasian et al., 2017). The findings indicated that the pioneer farmers and the CA farmers were more effective in motivating farmers to use no-tillage (Figure 2-c). Farmers take the pioneer farmers and the CA farmers as their behavioral patterns to do no-tillage/low tillage. Farmers follow the behaviors of people who have strong social authority in rural communities. Social authority is the result of several factors, such as high social status, prosperity, creativity, general satisfaction, social trust, technical competences, and so on. Individuals intend to perform a behavior when they feel that the people who are important for them confirm that behavior (Shin and Hancer, 2016). These actors are referred by 72 and 70 farmers, respectively. It means that they are social powers to apply no-tillage by farmers and have high authority in the farmers’ social network. Thus, it can be claimed that actors have different strategies to influence the decisions of farmers. This means that the farming strategies of pioneer farmers and CA farmers are more influential on the adoption of CA practices by farmers than extension agents, researchers at the ARC, and the private advisory services experts. Rural actors mostly apply social strategies and close interactions. However, extension agents, researchers at the ARC, and the private advisory services experts mostly adhere to technical and scientific strategies. Nonetheless, application of social strategies and higher social interactions influence the adoption of innovations by social communities more strongly. Technical and scientific strategies take longer time for adoption by farmers, and they need to be integrated with social interactions within social communities. Their degree centrality was 56.06 and 52.27, respectively. Family members, extension agents, scientists of ARC, private consulting service experts, and rural cooperatives were the next priorities as source of information for farmers, respectively. The study findings are consistent with the results of Solano et al. (2003), Manning (2013), Ramirez et al. (2014), and Navarro-Navarro et al. (2017). They argued that the pioneer farmers and the main farmers who participated in the projects have social authority in rural areas.
Figure 2. Farmers’ social network in (a) crop rotation process, (b) crop residue management, and (c) applying no-tillage/low tillage, (d) choosing irrigation methods, (e) choosing seeds variety (improved varieties), (f) pest, weed, and diseases control, (g) using CA equipment and machinery.
Farmers applied irrigation methods with various levels of efficiency. Experts recommended that farmers should use pressurized irrigation methods (such as drip and sprinkle irrigations) with high efficiency in sustainable agriculture, especially in CA (Cetin and Bilgel, 2002; Afzalinia et al., 2016). The findings indicated that in farmers’ social network, pioneer farmers played the main role in using proper irrigation methods by farmers. As is evident in (Figure 2-d), private consulting service experts were the second most important source of information and knowledge for farmers. Specialists of the private sector in rural communities always employ competitive strategies to compete with the public sector and extension agents so as to establish commercial links with farmers. The higher the influence of the private sector in rural communities is, the stronger the social relations are between farmers and experts in the private sector. Powerful social relations, in turn, will create mutual trust between them and, consequently, their innovations and technical and scientific recommendations will be accepted more easily by farmers. New irrigation methods also require modern tools and facilities. These tools and implements are provided by the private advisory services experts. Therefore, it can be concluded that the private advisory services experts play a key role in building social networks of farmers for the adoption of new irrigation techniques, although the public sector is the provider of financial facilities, such as loans, as well as consultation. But, the main consultation and guidelines to adopt new irrigation techniques come from experts in the private sector. So, it can be said that other actors have performed poorly in this competition. Therefore, most farmers referred to pioneer farmers and private consulting service experts to apply irrigation method in the CA project and they are known as valid and reliable source of information. Numbers of farmers’ referrals to the pioneer farmers and private consulting service experts were 79 and 45 times, respectively. Also, rural cooperatives, scientists of ARC and extension agents had the least referrals by farmers. Other researchers (Ramirez et al. 2014; Mengistie et al. 2015; Utaranaarkorn and Yasunobu 2016) believed that pioneer farmers and private consulting service centers can share specialized information in the farmers’ social network.

The process of choosing seed variety by farmers resulted from multiple forms of actors. In this stage, pioneer farmers, rural cooperatives, and family members were the three main sources of information of the farmers’ social network; their degree centrality, betweenness, and closeness were higher than those of other actors. In this stage, rural cooperatives were the main factor facilitating the use of seeds by farmers. Rural cooperatives in Iran provide seeds (improved varieties) for villagers. Therefore, rural cooperatives are considered important actor to offer seeds. Furthermore, these actors will have more social influence and control power on the use of improved varieties by farmers in social network. Others actors (scientists of ARC, extension agents, private consulting service experts and farmers participated in the CA project) had approximately the same role and effect in knowledge and information transfer about improved varieties (Table 2 and Figure 2-e). Heidari Sarban and Roknoddin Eftekhari (2011), Ochieng et al. (2012), and Navarro-Navarro et al. (2017) mentioned that rural cooperatives and family members are valid sources of information for farmers. Cooperatives and particularly agricultural cooperatives do play a major role in production, primary processing, and marketing of agricultural and livestock commodities among farmers (Mohammed and Wan Lee, 2014; Ataei et al., 2016).

The complex nature of the farmers’ social network in pest, weed, and disease control stage is depicted in (Figure 2-f). The analysis of the actors revealed a large number of influential actors from public, private, and local institutions. The private consulting service experts were rated the first most important actor, a group that consists of most experts in the field of plant protection that provided services related to pest, weed, and disease control for farmers. Its betweenness, closeness, and degree centrality was high at this stage. According to degree centrality, it is found that the private consulting service experts were linked more by farmers in social network. Therefore, this actor has more authority and was considered a key actor or social power in farmers’ social network. The second and third most influential groups of actors at the local and public levels were the
pioneer farmers and extension agents, respectively. Rural cooperatives gained the lowest betweenness centrality. The farmers had less contact with rural cooperatives than with any actors. The findings of the study are consistent with the results of Peng (2002), Solano et al. (2003), Alfred and Fugbenro (2006), and Mengistie et al. (2015). Also, Faure et al. (2017) mentioned the importance of improving and regulating the private consulting services and strengthening the coordination of consulting activities of private actors for an efficient agricultural advisory system.

To implement a CA project, it is imperative to use some new equipment and machineries. So, farmers need to know how they should be used in their farms. As depicted in (Figure 2-g), the farmers’ social network analysis revealed that the pioneer farmers and CA farmers are the most important source of information and knowledge, respectively. It means that pioneer farmers and CA farmers are connected to maximum number of actors to use equipment and machinery of CA by farmers. The pioneer farmers and CA farmers are key actors with social power in using the equipment and machinery of CA by farmers and have high authority in the farmers’ social network. It can be concluded that pioneer farmers and CA farmers enjoy strong social capital amongst farmers. This means that these two actors possess high social trust, participation, and solidarity in social communities so that they are actively involved in social activities of the village and participate in most important local decision-making. Hence, villagers have a deep trust in them in the use of CA machinery. Also, scientists of ARC were the less important actors for farmers in using CA equipment and machinery. Based on centrality indexes, this actor had low social power in farmers’ network and it cannot be considered an effective actor. The research results of Manning (2013), Miller and Mobarak (2015), Ataei and Zamani (2015), and Navarro-Navarro et al. (2017) confirm our findings. They believed that pioneer farmers and peer farmers have social power and influence in rural areas and they can change other farmers’ mindset. Key functions, key actors, and their main results are presented in Table 3.

CONCLUSIONS

Farmers’ social interactions always improve the trust and participation among social actors. Development of social interactions will create a social network. The transfer and sharing of knowledge and information between farmers and actors is facilitated by a social network. In the social network, most farmers communicate with actors who are trustworthy. Farmers communicate with actors who have more social influence. Therefore, recognizing key actors in rural society can play an important role in agricultural development. The principles of sustainable agriculture can be transferred to the farmers faster by recognizing key actors. This study was conducted to analyze the social interactions of farmers in implementing CA in Iran. In general, the findings showed that pioneer farmers were the main actors in the farmers' social network. Meanwhile, farmers referred to the pioneer farmers to implement six CA activities (from seven activities). In other words, pioneer farmers had the main social power in applying CA principles by farmers and they were the main centrality of the farmers’ social network. Therefore, it can be concluded that pioneer farmers are able to influence the flow of information resources among other actors because they have a variety of information sources through out-group links.

The CA farmers were the second source of information on farmers' social network. Farmers referred to the CA farmers to apply four CA activities (crop rotation, crop residue management, no-tillage/low tillage and using the equipment and machinery of CA). It can be concluded that the farmers who participated in CA project had high reputation and authority. They take power on the farmers' social network based on the number of relationships they receive from or send to other people on the network and they grasp the control of other farmers. The family members were the third active actor in using CA principles in the farmers' social network. Finally, it can be concluded that pioneer farmers, farmers who participated in CA project, and family members formed the main three vertices of the farmers’ social network in the CA project. These actors are the main source of exchange and transfer of knowledge and information to farmers and they
Table 3. Key functions and actors and their main results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Key function</th>
<th>Key actors</th>
<th>Main results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Crop rotation</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Leader in selection of appropriate cropping pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CA Farmers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Family Members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Crop residue management</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Maintain crop residue on the soil surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CA Farmers</td>
<td>- Avoiding the burning of crop residue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Scientists of ARC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No-tillage/ low tillage</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Reducing soil disturbance and erosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CA Farmers</td>
<td>- Traffic control for agricultural machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Family Members</td>
<td>- Reduction soil compaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Choosing irrigation methods</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Using new irrigation methods by farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Private Advisory Services Experts</td>
<td>- Using wide ridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Family Members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Applying seeds</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Using improved varieties in their farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Rural Cooperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Family Members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pest, weed and diseases control</td>
<td>- Private Advisory Services Experts</td>
<td>- Controlling pest, weed and diseases by applying integrated pest and weed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>management and crop rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Extension Agents</td>
<td>- Using the green manure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Using equipment and machinery</td>
<td>- Pioneer Farmers</td>
<td>- Providing equipment and machinery of CA system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CA Farmers</td>
<td>- Choosing suitable machinery for applying CA principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Family Members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are considered by the farmers as reliable sources of information. It means that they have high social power and strong social influence among farmers. Therefore, it can be concluded that farmers are more likely to interact with local actors, and they interact less with government and actors outside the rural community (extension agents, scientists of Jihad-e agricultural research centers and private consulting service experts). However, extension agents are the executive arm of the government in rural areas and are considered to be the bridge between farmers and the government and should interact with farmers to a greater extent to exchange new information and knowledge. It was found that social interactions to use more CA principles are mostly established by social communities and that actors outside the village have minor roles. It can be argued that the external actors lack the solidarity in farmers’ social network for the adoption of CA principles. Thus, the information of the external actors is not shared easily and its dissemination is hindered by such obstacles as unsuccessful experience in conducting agricultural plans in the villages, poor educational-extension programs, unavailability of technical infrastructure, poor social capital between local communities and institutions, low diversity in the use of information transfer methods, etc. Therefore, it is recommended that public and private sector actors (such as extension agents and private consulting service experts) get involved more in various projects to build trust in rural communities. Increasing trust among farmers will increase the social influence of actors and it will facilitate the sharing of information and knowledge in the farmers’ social network.

In general, to implement CA, social powers should be identified first and project management be organized through them. Social network analysis is one way to identify the key actors. Only social powers are among the farmers who can organize the network between farmers. Social powers and local leaders are key elements for the development of sustainable agriculture and CA adoption. The central power of social network will contribute to decisions to...
apply the principles of sustainability, and farmers’ compatibility capacity will be strengthened. In addition to local social powers, public and private actors will strengthen farmers’ trust.
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تحلیل تعاملات اجتماعی کشاورزان برای به کارگیری اصول کشاورزی حفاظتی در ایران (کاربرد تحلیل شبکه اجتماعی)
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چکیده

اجرای عریق کشاورزی حفاظتی یک فرآیند مشارکتی است که کشاورزان از محققان کشاورزی، مرکزهای مشاوره خصوصی، کشاورزان بخش روستایی، اعضای خانواده و شرکت‌های بازرگانی و کشاورزان خارج از این دسته در آن شرکت می‌کنند. تعاملات اجتماعی بین کشاورزان و کشاورزان همراه با روش‌های مختلفی بنا بر نوع ساختار شبکه اجتماعی و تاکید و یا تغییر کارگری کشاورزان از طریق آزمایش و مطالعه می‌باشد. پژوهش‌های این حوزه در ایران به ویژه در پتیون‌های کشاورزی در سطح استان‌ها و شهرستان‌ها انجام شده، اما بررسی‌های مربوط به تأثیر ساختار شبکه اجتماعی و قدرت اجتماعی افراد کشاورز در هنگام اجرای برنامه‌های کشاورزی حفاظتی نگاه کرده‌اند. این تحقیق با توجه به وابستگی جامعه کشاورز به شبکه‌های اجتماعی، نتایج آن را به عنوان یک پیوند جامعه‌ای و مدیریتی می‌دانند که بهبود در مدیریت و به بروز سیستم‌های اجتماعی کشاورزی حفاظتی می‌تواند صورت گیرد.